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Answer Question No. 1 compulsory   (14 × 1 = 14)

                                             Answer ONE question from each unit                              (4 × 14 = 56)

Q1) a) What is singular transformation?

b) Define cut-set.

c) What is network topology?

d) What is Bus incidence matrix?

e) What is sparse matrix?

f) What is meant by per unit quantity?

g) What is the need for acceleration factor?

h) What is slack bus?

i) What is short circuit KVA?

j) Draw the diagram showing interconnection of sequence networks for a double line
fault.

k) Give the relation between reactive power and voltage.

l) What is off-nominal transformer ratio?

m) What are the works involved in power flow study?

n) Distinguish between transient and steady state stability of power system.

UNIT - I

Q2) Derive loop admittance matrix from bus impedance matrix.

OR

Q3) Determine z bus for the network shown in fig. where impedances are shown in p.u.
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UNIT - II

Q4) Explain the three phase network elements for

a) Balanced systems

b) Unbalanced systems

OR

Q5) Develop the expressions for fault admittance matrices in phase and sequence component
form for a three phase to ground fault.

UNIT - III

Q6) Derive newton-Raphson power flow analysis algorithm and give steps for implementation
of this algorithm.

OR

Q7) a) Explain the necessity of load flow studies in power systems.

b) Merits and demerits of using polar and rectangular co-ordinates in load flow studies.

UNIT - IV

Q8) a) Derive the swing equation. What are the uses of swing curve.

b) A power station with 4 generators each 80MUA, 8 MJ/MUA is in proximity with
another power station having 3 generators each 200 MUA, 3.5 MJ/MUA. Calculate
the inertia constant of single equivalent machine for use in stability studies, Assume a
base value of 100 MUA.

OR

Q9) a) Explain equal area criterion.

b) Briefly explain the critical clearing angle.
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